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1. Introduction
Nobel Laureate Harold Pinter wrote a play in 1988 called the “Mountain Language” 1, inspired by
travel to Turkey in the mid-1980s. In Pinter’s play, an officer scolds at a woman belonging to a
‘minority’; “You are mountain people…Your language is dead. It is forbidden”.2 Indeed, all minority
languages faced dire straits during the Republican history and struggled for survival under repressive
laws and their harsh implementations, alongside recurrent propagation of Turkish as the only language
of communication and the ‘heart and soul’ of Turkish nationalism.
Breaching of linguistic rights persists in Turkey despite the amendments to the constitution and the
bylaws in 2001-2004, made specifically for ameliorating cultural freedoms. The aforementioned legal
amendments3, which will be discussed in detail, were adopted mostly with the European Union’s
instigation and encouragement. However, Turkey’s civil society, intellectuals and the general public
sentiment favoring the EU membership and yearning for a ‘better Turkey’ had also imperative stakes
in inveigling the Turkish Grand National Assembly towards the swift legislation of the
democratization packages.4 With an atmosphere of ‘revolution’ gaining momentum, vivid
parliamentary debates and public discussions regarding minorities’ rights and most of all, their
linguistic rights were sparked.5 The zealously contested ‘cultural rights’ issues centered on conducting
broadcasts and receiving formal education in communal mother tongues6, among various other critical
questions faced by the minorities. Nonetheless, even during this ‘democratization wave’, education in
the mother tongue was not among the leading issues that were debated, but remained as a fringe
concern under the broad-spectrum reference to ‘cultural rights’.7 Furthermore, at that period, the
demands for mother tongue education were rallied predominantly by Kurds of Turkey.
Here a parenthesis must be opened for stating that though the issue in question is a debate on
‘minority’ rights, overwhelming majority of the ‘minorities’ in Turkey detest being referred to as such.
In case of the most populous minority, Kurds, there is an underlying historical argument contending
that Kurds were given the promise to be the co-founders of the Republic in 1920s, on equal footing
with Turks. Thus, they underline that they are not and do not want to be regarded as minorities. On the
other hand, smaller ethno-linguistic groups fear that they would be reduced to a second-class
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citizenship status.8 Etymologically the word meaning ‘minority’, ‘azinlik’, is driven from the root ‘az’,
meaning ‘scarce’, and thus, is thought be signifying ‘scarcity’. This play of the word was employed in
the early years of the nation-state, as the Republican elite sought to create a homogenous national
group.9
The Lausanne Treaty of 192410 referred purposely to the “non-Muslims minorities” of Turkey,
providing them with a number of rights. During the negotiations of the Treaty, the Turkish delegation
firmly insisted on the position of accepting “religious” minorities, but denying any protection
mechanisms for “ethnic and linguistic” minorities. This position of the Turkish delegation prevailed
over the counter arguments and, at the end, the Treaty referred only to the “non-Muslim minorities”.11
Though they are not explicitly named as such in Lausanne, they are Armenians, Jews and Greeks, the
traditional groups of the Ottoman “millet” system.12 However, some legal experts argue that,
theoretically all the minorities of Turkey are under Lausanne’s umbrella.13
Lausanne minorities are the only groups having the opportunity to receive certain group rights
including education in their mother-tongue. Other than the Lausanne minorities, none of the Muslim
and non Muslim groups of Turkey have been recognized as ‘minorities’ and enjoyed any collective
rights.
Closing the parenthesis and returning back to buoyant days, when Turkey’s centuries-old quest for
Westernization seemed to enter its final phase after the Helsinki Summit of 1999, it can be said that
the initial domestic effervesce began showing serious signs of exhaustion by the end of 2004. In fact,
there have been heaving nationalist expressions since early 2005, designating a novel character
compared to the nationalist phenomena of the previous eras of the Turkish Republican history. This
recent trend can be referred to as a ‘purely popular’14 spontaneous nationalist movement, fusing
elements of anti-Americanism, anti-Europeanism, anti-semitism, conservatism, rediscovery of
invented but embraced ‘traditions’15, a yearning for purism (albeit in Islamic or secular sense), and a
reclaim of honor and dignity. Nationalist movements always enjoyed high popularity in Turkey,
alongside prevalent support for nationalist parties and nationalist campaigns sparked by popular
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resentments. The history of popular movements rallied against the ‘West’ can be even traced back to
the Ottoman Empire.16 Nevertheless, such broad based support for conservatism and nationalism
bringing together a wide array of classes and political factions, woven with jolting nationalist reactions
roaring here and there, without the need for any provocation by the media or the elite17, triggered
without much outside intervention, is indeed a new phenomenon in itself.18 Underlying reasons for the
arising nationalist clinging are various; resentment born against the Middle East policies of the United
States19, Palestine policies of Israel, recurring ‘cold shoulder’ treatments by the European states in the
form increasingly tough visa policies, suspicion expressed by certain European countries against
Turkey’s candidacy, the belief that discrimination and double-standards are being applied to Muslims
are among the external reasons. Meanwhile, ever increasing socio-economic imbalances, white-collar
and blue-collar unemployment, and sociological problems of millions of internally displaced people
from Eastern and Southeastern regions of Turkey due to the domestic armed conflict taking place in
1980s and 1990s, urban crime, and widespread everyday petty violence pushed the Turkish society
towards the edge of a nervous breakdown. Since 2005, there has been a surge in armed Kurdish
insurgency, and the violence is taking place in a highly opaque atmosphere, with blackouts on who is
conducting or propelling new spores of violence in Kurdish dominated regions, as well as the country
in general. It is no secret that once guns are out; there is less space for words.
On a brighter note, the ‘democratization wave’ still has winds in its sails; the public debate continues
on, and the conservative nationalist tide is still far from being organized into a mass political
movement. Almost all political parties unceasingly chant nationalist slogans, but this is not a new
phenomenon in Turkish politics. Most importantly, there were three landmark academic conferences
deliberating on the most delicate subjects of Turkey in 2005; the Armenian Genocide issue and the
Kurdish Question. Of these two conferences, the two about the ‘Armenian issue’ confronted the most
controversial topic in the whole saga of Ottoman and Turkish historiography. Notably, the latter of
these conferences took place in a state-run academic institution, Istanbul University, with a number of
participants from the Armenian Diaspora presenting view points that are diametrically opposed to that
of the Turkish state. Likewise, the conference discussing the “Kurdish Question” at the Bilgi
University of Istanbul brought together a wide array of ‘concerned persons’ from academia, civil
society, media and bar associations.
While popular culture is marred sordid examples of indignant, conspiracy theory manufacturing
literary works and media productions that play on anti-Western, popular sentiments, there are also
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various TV serials and movies featured in private channels casting celebrities as characters of
‘minority’ backgrounds, who even speak in their mother tongues in one or two of their lines.
Discussion regarding education of minorities’ in their mother tongues takes place within such a milieu
in Turkey. The situation might be regarded as bleak, but also encouraging at the same time. Perhaps it
is best to describe the atmosphere in Turkey as expectedly excruciating, as the country has just
embarked on dealing with its skeletons in the closet for the first time in its history. Furthermore, the
Turkish public is experimenting with utilizing internationally and domestically defined rights for the
first time. This experiment entails coming to terms with multifaceted composition of the country and
working out a social contract of coexistence. Therefore, coming to grips with the fact that such social
contracts are to be both protected and reworked through constant societal communication, but not
dogmatized, is essential. While toning down the inner social conversation of Turkey from screams to
patient dialogues would not be a simple process, this is at the same time a very viable utopia.
This paper discusses the issues of nation-building and linguistic rights in Turkey with an emphasis on
educational rights, tracing back the roots of current problems and diagnosing the contemporary
limitations related to these topics. It is quintessential look back at the past to understand why
affirmative action policies regarding education in the mother tongue are indispensable in a country
with socio-economic deprivations, ‘national-security problems’ and demographic complexities.
Despite various changes, it is still possible to spot the evidences of reluctance on the state’s behalf to
provide Turkey’s ethno-linguistic and religious groups with rights. In order to see how the legacy of
the past casts a shadow over today, one must scrutinize the Turkish laws in effect. In the final analysis,
Turkey needs further legal changes and a paradigm shift in political and social attitudes towards
‘others’, so that technical transformation in the legal realm can be applied to practicality. The EU can
be extremely instrumental by providing expertise, assistance and funding, but in the end it is Turkey
itself that must execute the change.
2. Linguistic rights and minorities in turkey
Historical Background
Turkey has a multiethnic, multi-religious, multilingual society, contrary to the popular statement that it
is a country with over 90% Turkish, Muslim population. As a rump state of the Ottoman Empire,
Turkey inherited a highly heterogeneous demography. In his book on ethnic groups in Turkey, P.A.
Andrews cites coming across 47 ethnic groups.20 There are non-Muslims; Baha’is, Chaldeans,
Georgians, Maronites, Nestorians, Protestants and Syriacs are among various others. There are also the
non-Turkish Muslim minorities who are coaxed into accepting the Turkish identity. The publicly
visible or invisible minorities with ‘submerged’ ethnic identities are the Kurds, Albanians, Arabs,
Bosniaks, a range of Caucasian people who are generally referred to as ‘Circassians’, Kurds, Laz,
Pomak, Roma and Tatars. Nonetheless, there are also the sectarian groups who observe different
practices of Islam, other than that of the Sunni sect; which constitutes the majority in Turkey. Among
them are the Alevi and Caferi communities. Lastly there are the ethno-linguistic minorities, whose
existence is a matter of debate among the minorities and so-called majorities alike, such as Zaza.21
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As much ethno-cultural and ethno-cultural multiplicity, Turkey inherited various ideological mindsets
and institutional frameworks from its imperial predecessor.22 Numerous academic works point out
links between the arousal of nationalism and modern-state making for the purposes of centralization.
Assertion of ethno-linguistic homogeneity was an outcome of both, which in return converted
language into a fundamentally political matter.
In the early days of the Republic, the ‘founding fathers’ of the Turkish Republic felt that they had to
pin down an ethnically and linguistically mercurial population under the identity of a monolithic
nation. The Kemalist ideology was conceptualized in such an atmosphere, resting over the principles
of Laïcite, Nationalism and Westernization.23 These principles were championed by a portion of the
Ottoman intelligentsia throughout the mid to late 19th century. 24 For instance, the young Turks rallied
around these principles as cornerstones of their political philosophy.25 Yet there was more room for
suppleness, in most earlier philosophies ‘imperial spirit’ was still alive. According to one of his allies,
Falih Rifki, Kemal Ataturk did not believe in the “mermaid tale”; meaning there could be half fish,
half human people, serving as an imagery to assert that there could not be semi-Western, semi-Eastern
people.26 Thus, Ataturk molded his ideology, Kemalism, with the conviction that the new citizens of
the Republic could not retain multiple ethnic and linguistic affiliations. Under his supreme leadership
and the support of a group of elite, the first parliament of the Republic engineered a modern ‘Turkish
society’ out of the frayed fabric of the Ottoman Empire. The new legislations devised a brand new
civil code that conveyed gender equality, ‘Westernized’ the costumes and banned the ‘Eastern’
clothing with the veil for women and the caftan for the men, and transformed the education system by
completing the ‘Westernizing’ of structural reforms which had already begun in the late-Ottoman era.
27
These changes were not met with enthusiasm, among at least in a section of the public as centuries
old ways of living were altered in a matter of years. Consequently, there were various revolts; the most
serious of them being the Sheikh Said rebellion, staged by Kurds. 28
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Kemalism regarded linguistic policies as the long term investment in capturing the minds of the
‘citizens’. Taking A. Smith’s theorization of the ‘two paths to nation-states’; namely the path from
“state-to-nation” as opposed to from “nation-to-state”29, it is possible to regard the Turkish case of
nationalism as blending ‘voluntaristic’ and ‘organic’ elements of nation-building. Smith’s depiction
describes well the Turkish nation-building case as Kemalism brought together territorial/civic and
ethnic/cultural nationalisms.30. In other words, both the Eastern European development of “poet,
philologists, and the historian” creating the nationality31 and the Western European case of building in
“nation on the political reality and struggles of the present”32 could be found in the Kemalist doctrine.
Language was to be the cement of the new nation which demanded unconditional assimilation into the
Turkish cultural identity, refuting any submerged distinctiveness. As the ideological indoctrinator of
the Republic until his death in 1938, Ataturk evidenced his special interest in the Turkish language
with regards to nationalism as follows; “Those who say that I am from the Turkish nation should
absolutely and prior to everything speak Turkish”.33
Primarily, legal steps were taken for installing Turkish as the only administrative language of the new
state, and later on they were supplemented with ideological contextualization, institutional framing
and media-based popular campaigning. The Article 2 of the Constitution of 1924 declared Turkish as
the only official language of the Republic and the Article 12 announced that the citizens who do not
speak Turkish were not eligible to become parliamentarians. After a period of parliamentary debate,
Latin alphabet was adopted instead of the Arabic script of the Ottoman times in 1928. The
bureaucracy and the public mandated to learn the new script in one year and for this purpose ‘National
Schools’ were opened.34 All the citizens between the ages 16 and 40 were required to undergo this
mandatory schooling. Some municipalities even undertook drives to fine those who did not speak
Turkish on the street, prior to the Alphabet Reform.35 In the 1930s, the popular campaign, with the
slogan “Citizen! Speak Turkish” began all over the Republic with the support of the media.36
Simultaneously, there were efforts by the state to ‘distil’ the Turkish language, by discarding many
foreign words that entered into the language mostly from Arabic and Farsi, but also French.37 These
efforts were formalized by the foundation of the Association for Research the Turkish Language
(TDTC - Turk Dili Tetkik Cemiyeti), founded in 1932.38 The TDTC’s task was to supervise the
linguistic research and ‘purifying’ the Turkish language through the elimination of foreign words.39 In
1934, the Last Name Law was legislated and using names that are not ‘Turkish’ were banned.
Likewise, all the district names that were in other languages than Turkish were changed.
It should be noted that Turkish nationalism’s primary drive rested on cultural grounds in 1920-1930.
The Republican elite employed agonizingly assimilationist policies, but they cannot simply be labeled
as “racist”.40 There were motifs of racism in their attitudes towards the concepts of ‘race’ and
29
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‘ethnicity’, laden with ‘Westernizing’ aspirations. They were striving to mix and unmix41 the ‘Turkish
population’ according to their ideology, while inventing and glorifying a past for the nation.
Meanwhile dark chapters of the late 19th and early 20th century Ottoman and Turkish past remained
untouched in the early Republican times, so that the past would be remembered as spotless.42 Adding
to the debates on the role of ‘race’ in the early years of the Republic were the efforts to erect national
dignity and promote the Turkish identity. The “Turkish History Thesis”, presented at the First
Congress of the Turkish History of 1932, held that Turkish race “an ancient and a magnificent race”,
that was mixed with other races through unremitting migrations.43 According to the Thesis, the gist of
‘Turkish race’ remained chaste as ever despite ‘mixing’, and this gist was ‘language’. Subsequently,
“Sun-Language Theory” of 1936, carried on with the superiority claims, proclaiming that all
languages of the world originated from Turkish.44
While Turkish was being glorified, the use of other languages was severely suppressed. Just to give an
idea, the Eastern Rehabilitation Plan, legislated in 1925 stated that: “Those who use another language
than Turkish in cities, provinces, state and governmental buildings, schools, markets and
bazaars…will be considered as violating…laws and will be punished”.45 In a similar vein, Jews of
Turkey were rammed into abandoning Ladino and accepting Turkish as their community language. 46
Alongside language, education was another subject that the Republican elite prioritized. The concern
for indoctrinating a national education ideology was evidenced by the organization of the Education
Congress in 1921, at times when the War of Independence was still continuing.47 Early Republican
years witnessed the consolidation of the place of Turkish language, Turkish nationalism, Turkish
history and Turkish culture/civilization in textbooks and creation of the educational credo aiming at
fabricating loyal and Kemalist citizens with the “national character”.
Ataturk’s successor, Inonu, carried on his legacy by cementing the role of monochrome nationalism
and asserted the uniqueness of Turkish. Inonu stated that “other” cultures and communities were
required to deny themselves and melt into the national identity, signaling that assimilationist policies
would continue to be an inherent part of the Republic. Just like Ataturk, Inonu believed that there
cannot be multiculturalism, or a confederation of cultures within the realm of the Turkish Republic,
and perceived national education as the key tool for reproducing nationalist citizens.48
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In 1946, Turkey passed onto the multiparty system, but democracy was marred in the coming decades
with coup d’états, and conservative, nationalist and populist rhetoric of the main political parties. The
state-centric policies paved the way for rampant corruption and left democracy immature. The public
sought to assert its will from the late 1960s to early 1980s, but public opinion became divided
severely, with sporadic armed clashes erupting among the left wing movements, far right and
Islamists, leading to thousands of deaths. Especially from the mid-1970s onwards up until the 1980
coup d’état, most of the secondary and higher education institutions were absorbed by one political
ideology or another, becoming hotbeds of violence. During all these decades, educational institutions
also suffered heavily because of repressive political moves on behalf of the governing parties.
The Army’s seizure of power in 1980 brought the toughest grip over the educational system by
institutionalizing a highly centralized and comprehensive system of checks and balances. The 1982
Constitution, which is still in effect despite a number of amendments, asserted the legal illegitimacy of
mother tongue education in languages aside from Turkish, and this affirmation is still in operation.
Lausanne Minorities: An Exception?
The only minorities recognized by the state in Turkey, based on the Lausanne Treaty; namely
Armenians, Greeks and Jews, have had serious problems regarding schooling, even though their rights
are particularly secured by both international and domestic laws. Article 40 of the Lausanne Treaty
declared that:“Turkish nationals belonging to non-Moslem minorities shall enjoy the same treatment
and security in law and in fact as other Turkish nationals. In particular, they shall have an equal right
to establish, manage and control at their own expense, any charitable, religious and social institutions,
any schools and other establishments for instruction and education, with the right to use their own
language and to exercise their own religion freely therein”.49
Furthermore, the Treaty’s Article 41 states that: “As regards public instruction, the Turkish
Government will grant in those towns and districts, where a considerable proportion of non-Moslem
nationals are resident, adequate facilities for ensuring that in the primary schools the instruction shall
be given to the children of such Turkish nationals through the medium of their own language. This
provision will not prevent the Turkish Government from making the teaching of the Turkish language
obligatory in the said schools.
In towns and districts where there is a considerable proportion of Turkish nationals belonging
to non-Moslem minorities, these minorities shall be assured an equitable share in the
enjoyment and application of the sums which may be provided out of public funds under the
State, municipal or other budgets for educational, religious, or charitable purposes.
The sums in question shall be paid to the qualified representatives of the establishments and
institutions concerned”.50
Thus, there is a clear and present case that the Lausanne minorities should face no quandaries
regarding education in their mother tongue. Contrarily, they should receive state assistance and
funding for their schools. Although these minorities do have their own schools since the signing of the
Treaty, on the whole their educational institutions lack funding, qualified teachers, and therefore the
number of students wishing to attend them are diminishing.51 Currently there are 17 Armenian
schools, 2 Jewish schools and 11 Greek schools. Currently, there are approximately 50,000-60,000
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Armenians, 25,000-26,000 Jews and 3,000 Greeks in Turkey.52 An overwhelming majority of these
communities live in Istanbul, with the exception of a small community of Jews in Izmir, a couple of
Greeks on the islands of Bozcada and Gokceada in the Aegean Sea, and a handful Armenians in
Diyarbakir, Hatay and Kayseri.
Among these minorities, Jews’ educational institutions are the lowest in number due the community’s
high preference for the non-communal schools, mostly due to historical reasons.53 However, among
the existing minority schools, Jewish schools probably have the best facilities. On the other hand, the
Greek communities’ schools are in the worst condition due to the quasi-extinction of their populations.
Moreover, the “reciprocity clause” that ties the conditions of their educational facilities to those the
Turkish minority’s schools in Greece seem to effect both communities’ institutions adversely.
Armenian schools have the lack of teachers and bureaucratic obstacles as the foremost problems.
Lack of qualified teachers, and sometimes interested students, can be explained by a number of
reasons. There are the demographic reasons leading to general decline among non-Muslim minority
populations, and secondly there are legal and political discriminations which cause apathy among
Lausanne minorities towards their own institutions. Besides emigration, key demographic reasons
behind the population decrease are diminishing birth and mortality rates of the Lausanne minorities,
probably due to their early modernization following the Ottoman times. There were also cases of
acculturation, assimilation by consent, conversion or due to pressure, and by inter-marriage, leading to
a decline in the number of community members. As there are no sociological studies conducted
specifically on the minorities of Turkey, it can only be working hypothesis that the constant sentiment
being “redundant guests” also contributed to the decline in communal populations, depressing further
the birth-rates while escalating assimilation.
Aside from the ‘natural reasons’, practical deficiency in the number of teachers could be surmounted
by foreign teachers coming from Diaspora or the kin-states. Nonetheless, in most cases teachers from
Greece are not allowed.54 The EU’s 2005 Progress Report55 drew attention to obstacles that Greek
minority face regarding finding teachers to their community schools.
The state surveillance also proves to be daunting with too much bureaucracy in issues ranging from
modernization processes and repairs, to curricula and close scrutiny on who can be enrolled in the
schools. It is reported that prolonged procedures of inspection were applied by the state, in order to
verify whether a pupil is really from a ‘minority’.56 In cases of mixed marriages, the procedures are
said to be especially protracted.57 Likewise, the EU’s Report affirms that the Greek community came
across problems related to approval of the new equipment they wished to employ in their schools,
exemplifying bureaucratic impediments.
On the whole, another crucial question the minority schools have to bear is the “double directorship”
practice. According to Article 24 of the Law of Private Schools (Law No: 625, enacted on 8 June
1965)58, “schools founded by foreigners and that have a medium of instruction other than Turkish”
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must have a ‘Turkish’ vice-director. Nevertheless, the vice-director de facto has more power than the
director of the school, because of the direct command chain extending from the Ministry of Education
to the community school. 59
The Lausanne minorities’ communal lives lost their verve to a great extent with their cultures and
religions confined, their presence reduced to an almost indiscernible state in public life. On the one
hand, it can be claimed that at least these minorities are recognized as ‘minorities’ and have rights de
jure. On the other hand, their rights cannot be practiced smoothly so that their situation cannot be
regarded as somewhat better off than unrecognized ones. On a more positive note, if the situations of
their communal schools are ameliorated, their case might serve as an example to the rest of Turkey’s
ethno-linguistic groups.
Towards the EU: Reforms and Implementations
More than 80 years of Republican nationalism, in addition to the democratic deficit hurled by the
intermittent coup d’états, bore their mark over the laws of Turkey. Furthermore, the very restrictive
legal and political mentality introduced by the 1980 military coup still has a huge impact on today’s
Turkey. The 1982 Constitution, whose priority is to protect the state from citizens instead of
guaranteeing rights and freedoms, is still intact though various amendments have been made. The legal
and political legacy of 1980 regime still clouds Turkey’s efforts of further democratization.
Thus, when Turkey’s full membership came into the agenda, the EU repeatedly voiced its concerns
regarding linguistic rights alongside other issues regarding the rights of ‘minorities’ in Turkey. Most
specifically, the Accession Partnership Document60 of 2001 listed the short-term and medium-term
prerequisites for integration during Turkey’s candidacy period. The short term target was to “remove
any legal provisions forbidding the use by Turkish citizens of their mother tongue in TV-Radio
broadcasting”.61 The medium-term prerequisites were; developing “a comprehensive approach to
reduce regional disparities, and in particular to improve the situation in the South-East, with a view to
enhancing economic, social and cultural opportunities for all citizens” and to “ensure cultural diversity
and guarantee cultural rights for all citizens irrespective of their origin. Any legal provisions
preventing the enjoyment of these rights should be abolished, including in the field of education”.62
In response, Turkey’s policy outline regarding acquis was publicized in the National Program of
Turkey for the Harmonization of the European Union Acquis Communautaire. 63 The stance of Turkey
about linguistic rights were framed as follows; “The official language and the formal education
language of the Republic of Turkey is Turkish. This, however, does not prohibit the free usage of
different languages, dialects and tongues by Turkish citizens in their daily lives. This freedom may not
be abused for the purposes of separatism and division”.64 Committing itself to abide by these changes,
the Turkish Grand National Assembly began taking a number of steps towards ‘democratization’ in
2001 by amending various articles of the 1982 Constitution, as well as repealing or changing a range
of laws.65
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Amended constitutional provisions and laws, which are of interest here, can be divided into two
conceptual categories. The first category includes the legal documents concerning freedom of
expression, publishing and broadcasting in languages other than Turkish. On the other hand, the
second category consists of education in foreign languages and education in the mother tongue.
In the first category concerning expression and dissemination of thought, the basis of the ‘prohibition’
of certain languages was Article 26/5 of the 1982 Constitution.66 This Article brought the criterion of
“languages prohibited by law” as one of grounds for the restrictions. The article read, “No language
prohibited by law shall be used in the expression and dissemination of thought”.67 Similarly, Article
28/2 also cited “prohibited language” as one of the reasons to restrict press freedom. It stated that,
“Publications shall not be made in any language prohibited by law”.
Based on the aforesaid constitutional articles, the Law on Publications in Languages Other than
Turkish (No. 2932, enacted in 1983)68 criminalized “using languages other than the first official
languages of the states that are recognized by Turkey”.69 This formulation was indeed a very “clever”
stipulation as it legitimized publications in other nation-states’ languages (such as English, German,
French…), while shutting the doors to local languages of the population who lacked a nation-state.
The legislations apparently targeted Kurdish, which was not the first official language of any country.
The ban on ‘non-official’ languages was annulled in 1991 as the Law 2932 was rescinded. However,
constitutional bases Article 26/5 and 28/2, prohibiting certain languages remained in effect until the
amendments of 2001. In other words, there were languages prohibited by the law, but these were not
specified. Eventually, the “forbidden language” clause was removed from Articles 26 and 28 in
October 2001 through the set of constitutional amendments foreseen by the1st Harmonization Package
(Law No: 4709 enacted on 4 October 2001).70
On the other hand, the Law on the Establishment and Broadcasting of Televisions and Radios (No:
3984, enacted on 13 April 1994) ruled that Turkish was the only language that could be used in the
media. The mere exception for “foreign language” broadcasts could be the “languages that have
contributed to the production of universal cultural and scientific works”.71 The 3rd Harmonization
Package (Law No: 4771, enacted on 3 August 2002)72 removed this provision from the law and paved
the way for broadcasting in ‘unofficial languages’ by the addition of the sentence reading as:
“Furthermore, there may be broadcasts in the different languages and dialects traditionally used by
Turkish citizens in their daily lives”.73 However, the restriction clause establishes that, “Such
broadcasts shall not contradict the fundamental principles of the Turkish Republic enriched in the
constitution and the indivisible integrity of the state with its territory and nation”.74 With this
amendment, broadcasting in any language became legally possible in Turkey.75
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In the second category, there is a certain level of progress which has been achieved by general
broadening the spectrum of freedoms, but there are still very serious obstacles especially with regards
to education in the mother tongue. The main source of the restriction is Article 42 of the constitution.
The last provision of this article is as follows: “No language other than Turkish shall be taught as a
mother tongue to Turkish citizens at any institutions of training or education. Foreign languages to be
taught in institutions of training and education and the rules to be followed by schools conducting
training and education in a foreign language shall be determined by law. The provisions of
international treaties are reserved.”76
Based on Article 42, the Foreign Language Education and Teaching Law (No: 2923, enacted on 14
October 1983) also establishes the same principle. Article 2/a of the law states that, “Turkish citizens’
mother tongues cannot be taught in any other language than Turkish”. 77
The breakthrough in mother tongue education, if it can be named as such, came with the legal
permission of private courses for tutoring in minority languages. But, the situation was rather
complicated as the minority languages were not recognized as such. Article 11 of the 3rd
Harmonization Package amended the Law 2923, turning its title Foreign Language Education and
Teaching, and Learning of Different Languages and Dialects Used by Turkish Citizens. According to
the reformed version of this law, private courses teaching “the different languages and dialects used
traditionally by Turkish citizens in their daily lives” would be legal, provided that such courses are not
“against the fundamental principles of the Turkish Republic enshrined in the constitution and the
indivisible integrity of the state with its territory and nation”.78 Nonetheless, the provision of this law
that states “the mother tongues of Turkish citizens can not be taught in any language other than
Turkish” was not annulled.
The 3rd Harmonization Package also ruled that a bylaw would regulate the opening and functioning of
the aforementioned private courses. This bylaw was put into effect the same year.79 According to the
bylaw, participation in and recruitment by the private courses were tied to fulfillment of a long list of
criteria.80
With these legislations, significant ground was achieved in recognizing use of minority languages.
However, Article 42 of the Constitution, still firmly ousts any possibility of formal state education in a
mother tongue other than Turkish. This article clearly confuses two different concepts; official
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language and mother tongue. Official language is a legal statement, whereas the mother language is a
“natural and social” phenomenon.81 None of the groups in Turkey who demand education in their
mother tongue seek to contest the status of Turkish as the official language. It is legally and politically
viable to affirm Turkish’s place as the official language, while addressing the demands of education in
the mother tongue.
Nevertheless, such demands still face harsh reactions from the state. For instance, when university
students campaigned in demand for optional courses in Kurdish in 2001 and 2002, the Higher
Education Board82 recommended university rectors to impose disciplinary sanctions on the petitioners,
claiming that the right of petition was being abused in this case. In 2004, 10,538 university students
petitioned their universities asking Kurdish lessons to be provided. Among them, 533 were
imprisoned, 446 faced court cases filed against, 3621 of them were taken under custody and 15 of
them had three years of prison sentence them with the allegation/conviction that they were sheltering
‘terrorists’ or committing acts against the unitary character of the state.
Alongside the students, teachers ran into trouble because of supporting the right to education in the
other tongue. The teachers’ trade union Egitim-Sen was almost disbanded in 2004 for this reason. The
Chief Prosecutor accused Egitim-Sen of breaching the constitution because an article in its statutes
supports the right to education in the mother tongue. Ankara Second Labor Court ruled in favor of
Egitim Sen, acquitting the union of all charges. The court affirmed that “teaching of a mother tongue
in private courses would act as a bridge in ensuring the loyalty of the citizens to their state”.
Nonetheless, the Attorney General of Ankara took the case to the Court of Appeals. This body rejected
the ruling of the Ankara Second Labor Court and the case went back for a second ruling. The Labor
Court insisted with the initial ruling and the case returned to the Court of Appeals once more. The
Court of Appeals decided that Egitim-Sen should be closed unless it changed its statute. In the end,
Egitim-Sen changed its statute and deleted the clause on education in the mother tongue.83
A court decision made by the Regional Administrative Court of Diyarbakir84 in 2003 also illustrates
the various legal, social and political opinions clashing with each other currently in Turkey. This suit
was brought to the court to suspend the disciplinary punishment given to a student by his university as
he petitioned for Kurdish education. The court’s decision favoring the reversal of the student’s
punishment was a landmark one. The decision cited that: “language loss can lead to the death of the
nation and a language can survive only if it becomes a written and literary language”, and “it must be
accepted that, just as every human being has right to life, every language has the right to life and
protection…To create a humane universal ground to enable the survival of nations and ethnic groups
is the duty and responsibility of all societies and it is necessary to protect the natural structure of
humankind”.85
The court continued as follows:“There is nothing wrong in demanding education and training service
from relevant public institutions or bodies that will enable the person to learn his/her mother tongue,
which is one and the most important part of his/her identity and personality. It is not acceptable that
such a demand would cause polarization on the grounds of religion, language, race, color and sect.
Thus, no tension or clash has aroused between the Kurdish speaking petitioner and Turkish speaking
Turkish citizens because of the action which has been subject to discipline punishment”.86
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In sum, Turkey’s ethno-linguistic groups’ grievances regarding language rights linger on, despite the
legal reform process. Part of the problems is due to the enduring reluctance of the state establishment
to foresee the implementation of the legal amendments and furthering the already ‘guaranteed’ rights,
as a consequence of political will and ideological paradigm shift. Yet, part of them is due coincidental
technicalities that arise with the actual implementation of reforms. The fact that after initial
amendments there were several modifications over the new legislations shows that there stabilizing
after shocks.87 The predicament is that it is sometimes difficult to judge if there is goodwill, or lack of
capability and expertise, or visa versa.
Regardless of the discussion of whether there is goodwill or not, there is no right to education in the
mother tongue in Turkey, except for the private courses. If it is to be proposed that private courses are
a remedy to the problem of education of minorities, this supposition could be easily nullified, as after a
couple of years of their opening, all the eight Kurdish courses closed down. The underlying reasons
are interconnected; as these courses are offered by private enterprise there is concern for profit.
Meanwhile, the Kurds, in general, have economic difficulties, as the Eastern and South-Eastern
regions, and, on the whole of the country, the urban districts they inhabit are usually among the least
developed parts of Turkey. Moreover, the forced evictions of villages in the zones where the Kurdish
armed insurgent group was active by the Turkish military led to massive waves of immigration to the
cities. This internal population displacement caused a socio-economic crisis all around the country.
Therefore, Kurds are rarely, if at all, willing to spend money on learning in their mother tongue.
Another serious hindrance to the private courses is the inadequate number of qualified teachers. Under
Turkish legislation, teachers of private courses should have some form of license in order to instruct in
a language. As there are no higher education facilities in Kurdish (or other ‘dialects for that matter) in
Turkey, and teachers coming from abroad are not allowed to be employees of these special private
courses, there are only a handful of people who were educated abroad in Kurdish. It is also a question
mark whether their licenses would be recognized, in any case. Despite all these barriers over the way,
a handful of courses did begin teaching, but they could not find an adequate number of students.
The atmosphere in the South East and Eastern parts of Turkey has become more tense in the recent
years, because of the resurfacing of the Kurdish armed insurgency. On the whole, there is a
deterioration regarding any meager level of trust that was built in the aftermath of the ceasefire that
began after the capturing of the PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan by Turkey. The peace times seem to be
wasted. Putting the Kurdish question aside, there are a number of minorities in Turkey, whose rights
are far from being recognized. For instance, education in Romani is a virtually untouched issue.
Several civil society projects kicked off recently for advocating Roma rights and surveying the profile
of the Roma in Turkey, but the education sphere seems to be far away from the agenda. This is
because the socio-economic conditions of the Roma are at the lowest margin of the Turkish society.
On the other hand, social and political pressure caused Syriacs to emigrate in masses, so they have a
much smaller community than they used to have in the South East of Turkey. In recent years, there
was surging local tourist interest for their churches with the peace reigning in the region, but only a
little number of the Syriac émigrés returned back to their homes. There are reports that their properties
are being confiscated both by the state and other local people. Thus, envisaging mother tongue
education in Syriac or even preservation of their ancient Aramaic language would be a far fetched
project for the time being.
Overall, the restrictive laws and/or provisions take their legitimacy from the often repeated “goal of
destroying national unity”. It is legitimate for any country to fear destruction and take due precaution
against the threats it faces concerning ‘territorial integrity’, alongside ‘national security’. However,
apprehension regarding ‘national unity’ is an unusual concept in legal terms that cannot find
international justification.88 Moreover, aforementioned laws were legislated before the Kurdish
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separatism became a major issue in Turkey. Thus, if anything, the argument that these laws were
instrumental rather than protective can be put forward.
The changes, both regarding the constitution and the laws, were referring to “the different languages
and dialects used traditionally by Turkish citizens in their daily lives”. Thus, the state was affirming
that Turkish has the ultimate upper hand, as other languages’ usage was reduced to the ambiguous
realm of ‘daily life’.89
Two main laws regulating the field of education refer to “Ataturk’s principles” as the fundamental aim
of the related institutions. The Law of Higher Education (No: 2547, enacted on 4 November, 1981)90
states in Article 4 that the aims of the higher education are as follows; “(t)o educate students so that
they will be loyal to Ataturk nationalism and to Ataturk’s revolutions and principles; bearing the
national, moral, humanist, spiritual and cultural values of the Turkish Nation, feeling the honor and
joy of being Turk”.91 Similar provisions can be found in the Fundamental Law of National Education
(No: 1739, enacted on 14 June 1973).92 Thus, it can be argued that, under the pretext of these laws, the
education system has been designed to serve the dominant ideology with the constant stress on the
“honor and joy of being Turk”.
Article 10 of the Fundamental Law also emphasizes that, “It is deemed important teaching the Turkish
language, as one of the fundamental elements of national unity and indivisibility, at all levels of the
education system without harming its characteristics…”.93 This formulation is a reflection of the
decades-long conceptualization of the Turkish language as the centripetal force of the society,
attracting the ‘citizens’ to Turkishness.
3. Conclusion
As can be observed from this odyssey in Republican history and contemporary Turkish nationalism
and politics, efforts to create a monochrome society left their imprint primarily over the legislations
and policies regarding the education system. Sadly, as much as the state establishment is suspicious
against minority demands, the public in general seems to be skeptical about the exercising of minority
rights; if not in theory, at least in practice. According to a research conducted on Turkish people’s
attitudes regarding the EU membership and changes that would be brought by the integration process,
74% of the people in Turkey think that right to mother tongue is an inalienable human right.94 But,
according to the same opinion poll, 58% of the sample population is against the abolition of the ban on
teaching in the mother tongue. Taking into account the new wave of nationalism that is taking a grip
on the Turkish people, it can be said that conservatism is a regular and desired outcome of education
in Turkey.
The journey towards becoming an EU member, internalizing the EU values and realizing its demands,
is a bumpy one for Turkey. Minority rights is perhaps the trickiest question at hand, as problems like
torture or freedom of expression, can be resolved quicker with the state’s intervention and willingness;
but the former requires the working out of a social contract.
Mother tongue education is not an extravagance for Turkey, but one of the principal needs on the way
to democratization. This right should be recognized for and utilized by not just demographically
dominant and Lausanne-recognized minorities, but even the smallest communities of Turkey.
Moreover, the mere assertion of the right is not enough; the implementation must be carried out
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smoothly, without the constant insertions of bureaucratic obstacles. In this sense, affirmative action
investment, in some form, is necessary. However, this does not need to involve immediate financial
burdening of the state; momentarily any little step counts which denote that the state is genuinely and
without any discretion recognizing that Turkey is essentially a multicultural, multi-ethnic and multilinguistic society.
Does Turkey have the funds to do that? The answer is both yes and no; the corruption that ran rampant
ravaged public funds and in the face health care, pension and general deprivation needs, receiving
education in the mother tongue might seem and be presented by the state as an impossible investment.
Furthermore, Turkey’s current budget is closely scrutinized by the International Monetary Fund, with
little space for novel economic ventures to begin with. However, if one thinks of the huge military
spending that Turkey would need against the Kurdish insurgency in addition to the general side
financial costs of war economy, such as unaccountability of state officials concerning local and
country-wide corruption under the pretext of ‘conserving national security’, proliferation of drug
trafficking on both insurgents and state supported local feudal war lords, as well as triggering a new
wave of socio-economic burdens by veteran soldiers traumatized by the war, creating new masses of
internally displaced persons. Currently, a collective sensation of anomie, of being rendered redundant
by ‘Europe’ is poisonously taking root among the Turkish society, and in case another episode of
internal armed conflict begins, the psychological and financial costs would be too much to bear.
A paradigm shift in the mentalities of both the state and propaganda bombarded public requires, and
additionally, any legally just state obliges egalitarianism in treating its people living in its territory.
This would hopefully lead to an equal paradigm shift among some of the minority groups themselves,
who fall into the trap of ‘minority paradox’ by advocating their nationalism to the extreme.95
The first tangible legal steps that must be taken are the abolition of the 42nd Article of the
constitution, and signing and ratifying the European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages for
affirming the ‘goodwill’ towards and respect for minorities and their rights. Such courageous and
decisive legal moves would encourage and assist a healthy environment for public debate, paving the
way for a citizens’ democracy. Turkey should have to confront its incessant, chronic fear of being
ripped apart by minority demands, sooner or later, if its route is towards the European family and fulldemocratization.96 One day Turkey will have to cross the road towards overcoming the taboos, but
then it might be too late to cherish the multicultural richness of the society as languages are
disappearing, the people are emigrating, the cultures are dying. Already there were language
extinctions, such as the case of Ubuh (also referred to as Ubykh), which ceased to exist when the last
speaker of the language Tevfik Esenc passed away in 1992 in Turkey.97 As de Varennes states; “(i)n
order to have pax humana, peace among humans, there must be pax linguae: a balanced and
reasonable response to the reality of human linguistic diversity”. 98
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